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In 2016, the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act [hereinafter
"PROMESA"] was approved.t In this statute, Congress delegates its powers under the
territorial clause to the Financial Oversight and Management Board for Puerto Rico
[hereinafter "Oversight Board"] and places it in charge of handling Puerto Bico fiscal crisis
to "provide a method to achieve fiscal responsibility and access to capital markets".2

The Oversight Board has assumed control of a significant sector of the Puerto Rico financial
system through its designation of the Public Corporation for the Supervision and Deposit
Insurance of Puerto Rico Cooperatives [hereinafter "COSSEC" by its Spanish acronym] as
"covered territorial instrumentality".s COSSEC is the deposit insurer and banking
supervisor of cooperative credit unions chartered under Puerto Rico Law.n Through this
action, the Oversight Board unilaterally assumed COSSEC's responsibilities. However,
PROMESA's drafters never intended that the Oversight Board would assume the role of
financial services supervisor.s

Currently, the Oversight Board is supervising the initial stages of the fiscal correction the
Government of Puerto Rico is implementing. There is great uncertainty about the social and
economic effects of the fiscal correction, and in this scenario, the Oversight Board's actions
towards COSSEC are raising the risk of instability in Puerto Rico financial system.
This Paper discusses the connections between the Oversight Board's actions-in excess of its
authorityo-towards COSSEC and the risks to the stability of the Puerto Rico financial system
these actions are creating. In addition, it identifies a means for Congress to untangle the
Oversight Board from these risks.

* Thanks to attorney Maria de los Angeles Trigo, C.P.A., Christopher Papadopoulos, Ph,D, and Luis Nieves,
Ph.D. for their very helpful comments on this piece.
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I. The Oversight Board Becomes Lender of Last Resort by Assurning Financial
Control over COSSEC
The Oversight Board rules over the funds of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and has
authority to certifu the fiscal plans and budgets for both the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
and designated "covered territorial instrumentalities".' In addition, PROMESA authorizes
the Oversight Board to control the processes to restructure the debt of Puerto Rico bond
issuers.* Even though, COSSEC does not qualify under either of these categories the
Oversight Board has assumed financial control over it.
On September 30, 2016, at its first public meeting in New York, the Oversight Board assumed
control over 25 entities, including COSSEC, by designating them as covered territorial
instrumentalities under Section 101(d)(1XA) of PROMESA.'g At that moment, the Oversight
Board had no executive personnel nor advisors.'o Therefore, and not surprisingly, it did not

provide any explanation

to justify

COSSEC's designation

as covered territorial

instrumentality.

A month later, on October 30, 2016, the Board published a document entitled CO\fERED
ENTITIES UNDER THE PROMESA ACT where it provided the following sole statement as
the basis for its designation of "initial" covered territorial instrumentalities.
In summary, the Board has resolved that entities and activities included

in Puerto Rico's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report as part of the
Primary Government, as Discretely Presented Component Units or as
Fiduciary Funds are covered entities under the Act."
The Oversight Board's designation of COSSEC as a covered territorial instrumentality is
inappropriate because COSSEC

o
r

does not receive funds from the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and
has not issued bonds subject to PROMESA restructuring processes."

Rather, COSSEC raises its own operating funds through fees paid by cooperative credit
unions in Puerto Rico. Therefore,
COSSEC's operating funds are not funds of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and

'PnoursA
'pRoIrrpsA
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ss zo1 & zoz.
Ss 206, Bo4, 601(a) & (e).

See, video of the first meeting of the Oversight Board auailable af https://iunta.pr.eov/index.php/en/videos-ofmeetinss/ (starting at 2l:22).
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COSSEC is not a bond issuer.13

Therefore, the Oversight Board's control over COSSEC is not justified under PROMESA.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico does not have a central bank that may act as lender of
last resort for Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions. Therefore, in case COSSEC may not be
able to manage multiple insolvencies, the use of funds of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
will be required to contain a financial crisis at Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions. Indeed,
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is the lender of last resort for Puerto Rico cooperative
credit unions.

Under PROMESA, the Oversight Board has the ultimate authority over the funds of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.'a This fact raises the concern of whether in a scenario when
a lender of last resort is needed, the Oversight Board will prioritize the financial stability of
Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions, and ultimately of the Puerto Rico financial system,
over PROMESA's compliant budget requirement.'u

II. The Oversight Board Becomes Banking Supervisor by Assuming Operational
Control over COSSEC
The Oversight Board's designation of COSSEC as a covered territorial instrumentality has
since been abusively applied to directly interfere with COSSEC's ability to act as deposit
insurer and banking supervisor of Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions. At its second public
meeting on October 14, 20LG in New York, the Oversight Board Chairman Jos6 Carri6n
invoked Section 207 of PROMESA to exercise operational control over COSSEC and other
designated covered territorial instrumentalities.
No covered territorial instrumentality may proceed with any transaction out
of the ordinary course of business or that could have material financial impact,
without the prior approval of the Board. A transaction could be financial or
non-financial, and would include but not be limited to any issuance of debt
or guarantee, exchange, modification, repurchase, redemption, or entering into
similar transactions with respect to any debt of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, including all covered territorial instrumentalities, as provided in
Section 207 (emphasis added).tu
Then, singling out COSSEC, Carri6n continued:
As an example, the proposed transaction of exchange of preferred shares of the
Public Corporation for the Supervision and Insurance of Cooperatives [known
'3 On
14

th" contrary, COSSEC is a bondholder because it has Puerto Rico bonds among its investmen ts. Id..

PROMESA

S

202.

'u /d. Eu"r, though section 205(a) of PROMESA states that the Oversight Board may submit recommendations to
the Government of Puerto Rico to "promote financial stability" it does not seem to refer to the stability of Puerto

Rico financial system.

tu

Srr, video of the second meeting of the Oversrght Board, o,uaila,ble at htt s:lliunta. r. ov/index.
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as COSSEC by its acronym in Spanishl for obligations of the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico is a transaction that requires prior approval of the Board.t'
These statements were then incorporated in an Oversight Board's resolution.ts

Although COSSEC's proposed transaction of exchange arguably "could have material
financial impact", it does not fall under the scope of Section 207, which provides that no
covered territorial instrumentality may, without prior approval of the Oversight Board,
"issue debt or guarantee, exchange, modify, repurchase, redeem, or enter into similar
transactions with respeet to its debt" (emphasis added).t' The transaction of exchange
proposed by COSSEC intended to swap COSSEC preferred shares for Puerto Rico bonds in
which a group of Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions had invested.2o These bonds were
causing significant losses to these cooperative credit unions and consequently impairing their
capitalization. This transaction is a Iegitimate and proper action for a banking supervisor
and deposit insurer who is managing a financial crisis at banking institutions. It is like the
course of action that the U.S. Treasury adopted to protect U.S. banking institutions in the
2008 financial crisis.2' Because the transaction does not relate to COSSEC's own debt, it is
not subject to oversight under Section 207.

Clearly, the Oversight Board's interpretation of Section 207 ta apply broadly to
"any debt of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" exceeds the scope of Section 207,
which is lirnited to apply to the debts of the covered territorial instrumentality
itself. The application of this expanded interpretation in the case of COSSEC
constitutes an abusive over-reach of the Oversight Board's authority that usurped
COSSEC's legitimate role and function of deposit insurer and banking supervisor.
AIso at the same meeting of October 14, 20L6, the Oversight Board required COSSEC to
submit a fiscal plan separate from the fiscal plan of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Later,
on April 28, 2017, at its seventh public meeting (also in New York), Mr. Carri6n, stated that
"COSSEC's [fiscal] plan is under review pending completion of possible technical
recommendations regarding the instrumentality operations. It is expected to be completed
in the next 30 to 45 days"." The 45-day period will expire on June L2,20L7. In the meantime,

" Id.
" N"ith",

the resolution nor the minutes of the second meeting have been posted to the Oversight Board website
(last visited June 5, 2017).

" Sr,,rpru

note 16;PROMESA

S

207.

'o Thi" transaction is the functional equivalent ofa purchase ofPuerto Rico bonds in the secondary market.

"

Indu"d, two FDIC insured banks located in Puerto Rico (Popular Inc. and First BanCorp) received direct
financial assistance from the U.S. Treasury. On May 10,2017, U.S. Treasury announced "that it had agreed to
sell all of its remaining 10,291,553 shares of First BanCorp. (FBP) common stock, exiting Treasury's largest
remaining bank investment in the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)." See, https://www.treasury.gov/presscenter/press-releases/Pages/sm0078.aspx;

CoNcRnss ApRtt, 2017 I

U.S. TRpasuRv, Tnouslnn AssET RELIEF PBoGRAM-MoNTnr.v Rpponr

G\{ay 10, 2017),

ro

https://www.treasury.gov/initiatives/financialPopular, Inc. Completes Repayment of TARP Funds

stabilitv/reports/Paees,Monthllr'-Report-to-Co4eress.aspx;
(July 2, 20L4),http:llnewsroom.popular.com/press-release/investors/popular-inc-completes-repayment-tarp-funds
22

See, video of the seventh meeting of the Oversight Board auailable ol https://iunta.pr.gov/index.php/en/videosof-meetinss/ (starting at 23:56).
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the uncertainty regarding the financial health of COSSEC as well as its authorization to
perform its responsibilities as deposit insurer and banking supervisor of Puerto Rico
cooperative credit unions lingers.

III. The Oversight Board's Actions Towards COSSEC Impedes

Financial

Intermediation
The virtual limbo in which the Oversight Board has placed COSSEC through its wrongful
actions, by

1. designating COSSEC as a covered territorial instrumentality,
2. obstructing COSSEC's legitimate actions as deposit insurer and banking

3.

supervisor, and
delaying the evaluation of COSSEC's fiscal plan,

has placed Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions at competitive disadvantage in relation to
commercial banks located in Puerto Rico.
The resulting uncertainty

.
r

undermines COSSEC's status as deposit insurer and
hinders Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions from attractlng deposits.

This situation, in turn, impedes financial intermediation to improve Puerto Rico's economic
condition since it discourages the much-needed development of local capital. Ironically, the
Oversight Board, the very body that Congress placed in charge of aiding the financial and
economic recuperation of Puerto Rico, is thwarting Congressional goals through its abusive
and illegitimate treatment of COSSEC.23

IV. The Oversight Board's Actions Towards COSSEC Raise the Risk of Contagion
to FDIC Insured Banks Located in Puerto Rico
The 2016 COSSEC Audited Financial Statements state that in 2017 six cooperative credit
unions will probably face insolvency problems, and an additional group of cooperative credit
unions will need financial assistance due to capitalization problems caused by these
institutions' investments in Puerto Rico bonds.'n In a February 2016 memo to the House
Natural Resources Committee attorney Jos6 Sosa-Llorens and Mr. Fernando Viflas-Miranda,
Managing Director of Samuel A. Ramirez & Co., Inc., representing 25 of the largest
cooperative credit unions in Puerto Rico (known as G25), asked the Committee to authorize

"

Elr"r, more, the Oversight Board's actions contradict section 205(a) of PROMESA which states that the
Oversight Board may submit recommendations to the Government of Puerto Rico to "promote ...economic growth".
'.0 5"" ,upro note L2, at 6. Indeed, on May L6, 2Ol7 a group of fourteen cooperatives credit unions filed a Notice
of Appearance in both the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and COFiNA Title III Bankruptcy cases. See, Notice of
appearance and request for notice filed by VANESSA MEDINA ROMERO on behalf of COOPERATIVA A/C
YAUCO, COOPERATIVAA/C LOS HERMANOS, COOPERATiVAAJC SANJOSE, COOPERATIVAA/C LOMAS
VERDES, COOPERATIVA A/C I,AS PIEDRAS, COOPERATIVA A/C JESUS OBRERO, COOPERATIVA A/C
SAULO D. RODRIGUEZ, COOPERATIVA A/C AGUAS BtIENAS, GERENCOOP, FEDECOOP, Educoop,
COOPACA, COOPERATIVA NC CAGUAS, COOPERATIVA NC CABO ROJO (May 16, 2017),
https ://cases.primeclerk. com/puertoricol[lome-Docketlnfo
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the U.S Treasury and the National Credit Union Administration to provide technical and
oversight assistance to COSSEC to enable it "to solve these systemic risks".'u

If

due to the Oversight Board's intervention COSSEC cannot take the needed actions
promptly the cooperative credit unions sector may be facing instability and a potential run
among its institutions.'u Furthermore, there is also potential for a run in FDIC insured banks
located in Puerto Rico since it is the people of Puerto Rico's perception that both the Oversight
Board and the FDIC are entities of, and controlled by, the federal government."

Even though PROMESA states that the Oversight Board is an entity within the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and it specifically states that "[the Oversight Board] shall not
be considered to be a

o
o
o

department,
establishment, or
instrumentality of the Federal Government"

the generalized perception of the residents of Puerto Rico is that the acts of the Oversight
2u

Memo"andum from Jos6 Sosa-Llorens & Fernando Vifras-Miranda to House Natural Resources Committee,
"Policy, Regulatory and Legal Considerations Regarding the Effects of Puerto Rico's Fiscal Crisis on State
Chartered Credit Unions (Cooperativas de Ahorro y Cr6dito)" 8 (February 25,20LO) (copy on file with the author).
See also, David Baumann, Puerto Rico Cooperativas Coerced to Buy Bonds: Attorney (April 5, 2016),

http://www.cutimes.com/2016/04/05/puerto-rico-cooperativas-coerced-to-buy-bonds-atto
'u Up to this moment, neither COSSEC executives nor the Government of Puerto Rico have officially challenged
the Oversight Board's control of COSSEC. Moreover, recently the Governor's Chief of Staff, attorney William
Villafaie, asked COSSEC Actine President, Mr. Carlos Mendez, to resign, and a Governor's appointee, Ms.
Ivelisse Torres, was placed in charge ofCOSSEC. See, JoanisabelGonzAlez, El presidente de Cossec deja su cargo
(1\4ay 2, 2017),

http://www.elnuevodia.com/nesocios/banca/nota/elpresidentedecossecdeiasucarso-2316795/

Spanish). Given this political maneuver

it is unlikely that

(news clip in
will be

Oversight Board's control of COSSEC

challenged.
2t

Ind""d, news clips published before and after the enactment of PROMESA show how the Oversight Board is
routinely identified as a Federal Government entity by Puerto Rico commentators and newspapers. See, Rejection
Towards the Board Increases (June 1, 2017), http:/iprdecide.elnuevodia.com/detalle/rgportaje/312 reiectiontowards-the-board-increased ("The Puerto Rican's support to the Oversight Board (OB) shows a fall that is
reflected in accounting for the 43% acceptance that this federal entity has among those rnterviewees in the most
recent edition of El Nuevo Dia Poll against 69 o/o of support it had in October last year." Emphasis added);
Luis Gallardo, Puerto Rico's Federal Control Board between Austerity and Irregularity @ecember 1, 2016),
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/economy-budget/308288-puerto-ricos-federal-control-board-betweenausterity-and; CpNIrrn FoR A NEw EcoNoMy, "Is a Federal Fiscal Control Board the Only Option for Puerto Rico?"
(March 2,2016),
http://srupocne.ors/?s=Is+a+Federal+f iscal+Control+Board+the+Onlv+Option+for+Puerto+Rico%3F; Editorial,
(May
The
Board
is
Necess ary
10,
2016),
Fiscal
Oversight
Now

http://www.elnuevodia.com/opinion/editoriales/thefiscaloversiehtboardisnecessarynow-editorial-2197302/ ("We

favor the appointment of a federal body that includes Puerto Rican involvement, along with initiatives for
economic stimulus and the restructuring of the public debt. This is what the people of Puerto Rico urgently need."
Emphasis added. This editorial was published both in English and Spanish in the newspaper of largest circulation

in Puerto Rico); Gustavo Velez, A Federal Fiscal Control Board: The Best Option for Puerto Rico (November

6,

httpj//thehill.com/bloes/coneress-bloe/economy-budset/259293-a-federal-fiscal-control-board-the-bestoption-for-puertq; Gretchen Sierra'Zorita, What a Federal Financial Control Board Means to Puerto Rico (June
25, 2015), http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/economy-budgetl249l46-what-a-federal-financial-control-board.
means-to-puerto
2015)
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Board are actions of the Federal Government." Furthermore, if the Oversight Board
exercises its obligation under section 203 of PROMESA to certify to the President and
Congressional Committees the inconsistent implementation of the certified budget (e.g., the
use of Commonwealth funds to provide financial assistance either to COSSEC or particular
cooperative credit unions) this action will certainly strengthen the generalized perception
among the people of Puerto Rico that the Oversight Board is indeed part of the Federal
Government."

Even though it is impossible to anticipate how the people of Puerto Rico will react in a
scenario of instability at Puerto Rico cooperative credit unions, the FDIC insured banking
sector in Puerto Rico has been weakened by

.
o
.

FDIC interventions closing four Puerto Rico banks in 2010, and 2015,
the consistent shrinking of the Deposit Market Share of FDIC insured banks located
in Puerto Rico since 2014,30 and
will be furthered weakened by the rapidly upcoming implementation of severe
austerity measures by the Government of Puerto Rico.

These factors, joined by public outrage at some Puerto Rico FDIC insured banks due to their

in the underwriting of Puerto

Rico bonds, could made them particularly
vulnerable to an unexpected withdrawal of deposits." This is a scenario of heightened risk
for both the FDIC and the shareholders of FDIC insured banks located in Puerto Rico,

participation

V. Apparent Conflicts of Interest of Oversight Board Members Fuel Speculation on
its Reasons to Undermine COSSEC
Members of the Oversight Board Jos6 Gonzdlez and Carlos Garcia had, and Jos6 Carri6n has,
significant ties to Banco Santander and Banco Popular, respectively, These are two FDIC
insured Puerto Rico banks who participated in the underwriting of Puerto Rico bonds.t' In

"

See supra lrote 2'1.
pRoMBSA S zo3(c)(1).

30

See, FDIC Deposit Market Share Report (June 30,20t4;June 30, 2015; June 30, 2016),
https ://www5.fdic. gov/sod/sodMarketRpt. asp?barltem=&sCounty=all

3r

See, articles published

in

Spanish, Jos6 Anazagasty, Los Bancos

y la Crisis (May 5,

2Ol7),

http://www.80grados.netilos-bancos-v-la-crisis/; Imanol Caballero, Boicot econ6mico: Una repuesta ante la crisis
(April 30,2017), http://www.S0grados.net/boicot-economico-una"respuesta-ante-la-crisis/

32

See, Messrs. Jos6 Carri6n,

Jos6 Gonzllez and Carlos Garcia Financial Disclosure

Reports,

https://juntasupervision.pr..qov/index.php/en/doquments/; Victor R. Martinez & Edwin Mel6ndez, Conflict of
Interest Shadows Members of the FOB (April 15, 2017), ll[tps://centro r. hunter. clrnv. e du/events - news/p uerto rico-news/fiscal-oversisht-board/conflict-interest-shadows-members-f-ob
Indeed, Mr. Carri6n has close personal
ties with the long-time President and Chairman of Banco Popular who recently retired from his post as CEO.

Popular's Carri6n Appointed Executive Chairman Ignacio

i\lrare, now CEO (April 25,

2Ol7),

See,
http://caribbeanbusiness.com/populars-carrion-appointed-executive-chairman-ignacio-alvarez-now-ceo/
Joanisabel Gonzillez, The Fiscal Oversight Board wants to Tackle Conflicts oflnterest (June 7, 2017),
https://www.elnuevodia.com/english/english./nota/thefiscaloversishtboardwantstotackleconflictsofinterest23287061 ("Within three to six months, the Fiscal Oversight Board (JSF, Spanish acronym) will count with a
procedure to identifu and handle apparent or existent conflicts of interest of its members or officials,
informed the Board Ethics Officer, Andrea Bonime-Blanc." Emphasis added).
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addition, Members Gonziiez and Garcia were presidents, in different periods, of the Puerto
Rico Government Development Bank, Puerto Rico fiscal agent who handled the issuance of
Puerto Rico bonds. Even though these ties do not seem to violate PROMESA's conflict of
interest provision, in a scenario ofinstability in the cooperative credit union sector these ties
will reinforce the perception that the Oversight Board's actions are directed at giving FDIC
insured banks located in Puerto Rico a competitive advantage.
Indeed, in 2010 when the FDIC Office of the Inspector General issued the Material Loss
Reviews for Western Bank, R-G Premier Bank and Eurobank, it identified the cooperative
credit union sector as a cause of the low level of core deposits in Puerto Rico FDIC insured
banks.
Over the past decade, insured depository institutions in Puerto Rico have
become increasingly dependent upon non-core funding, primarily brokered
deposits. Between June 30, 1999 and June 30, 2009, brokered deposits
increased from 13 to 40 percent of total deposits. U.S. tax policy and
legislation enacted by the Puerto Rico government, and other sources of

competition from "cooperativas" (state-chartered institutions
similar to credit unions) have been identified as contributing
factors to the funding structure of Puerto Rico banks.
"Cooperativas" are another source of competition for retail
funding in Puerto Rico. As of March 31, 2009, there were 123
"cooperativas" on the island. As a result of the limited deposit
market and the number of institutions on the island, competition
for local deposits is strong."
Likewise, in September 2015, the FDIC Office of the Inspector General Material Loss Review
of Doral Bank' reiterated "deposit alternatives are ,,. contributing factors to the funding
structure of Puerto Rico banks".3o
Thus, former and present ties between the Oversight Board's members and FDIC insured
banks located in Puerto Rico raise suspicions that the Oversight Board's actions towards
COSSEC are aimed at undermining cooperative credit unions in order to protect the interest
of Puerto Rico banks and the FDIC.'5
33

Emphasis added. FDIC, OrprcE oF rHE INspECToR GnNnnal, MATERTAL Loss Rnlrnw oF WESTERNBANK 4-5
(December 2010). Westernbank was the largest bank failure in 2010, with $11.9 billion in assets. FDIC, 2010
(last
Axxual
HtcUt IGHTS
BBponr
updated
June
6,
201 1),

https://www.fdic.gov/about/stratesic/report/201Ohishlisht/chpt1-02.html See also, FDIC, Oprrcn oF

THE

INspBctoR GnupRel, MarnRtel Loss Rnr,rrw or R-G PREMTER BANK 5 (December 2010) ('[T]here is significant
competition among banks and "cooperativas" (state chartered institutions similar to credit unions) for core
deposits on the island....Like other banks in Puerto Rico, R-G Premier was heavily dependent on brokered
deposits".); FDIC, OnncE oF rHE INspocron GnNBRal, Marnnul Loss RBvrBw oF EURoBANK 4-5 (December 2010).
'n FDIC, OFFtcp oF THE INspr:cton GpNpRel, MATERIAL Loss RBvrnw oF DoRAL BANK 3 n.4 (September 2015).
35
C1., Reiection Towards the Board Increases (June 1, 2017),
http://prdecide.elnuevodia.com/detalle/reportaje/3 L2-rejection-towards-the-board-increases/
A recent survey conducted by "El Nuevo Dia" newspaper found an increase in the negative perception the people
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VI. PROMESA Prohibits the People of Puerto Rico to Require Justification for the
Oversight Board's Actions Towards COSSEC
The Oversight Board's actions towards COSSEC constitute a real and serious threat to the
stability of Puerto Rico financial system. Ironically, these actions directly undermine
PROMESA's objectives to build up capital and strengthen financial and economic conditions
in Puerto Rico.'u Therefore, the Oversight Board should be held accountable for over-reaching
lts authority and wrongly exercising control over COSSEC.

Regretfully, under PROMESA neither the residents of Puerto Rico nor the
government of Puerto Rico have standing to challenge the Oversight Board's
actions.s7 In order to avert dire consequences for Puerto Rico financial system this
statutory impediment must be overcome, and it could be done through a
Congressional petition. In particular, a Congressional petition is in order to ask
the Oversight Board to exercise its power under section f0f(d)(z)(A) & (B) of
PROMESA to exclude COSSEC from its jurisdiction.
This petition should be done as a matter of great urgency before the Oversight Board acts on
COSSEC fiscal plan." It is uncertain how depositors may act when they realize that the
Oversight Board is openly controlling the operations of COSSEC to what appears to be the
benefit of the FDIC insured banks that received a financial boom from the issuance of the
Puerto Rico bonds that provoked the enactment of PROMESA.

of Puerto Rico have towards the Oversight Board.

The Puerto Rican's support to the Oversight Board (OB) shows a fall that is reflected in
accounting for the 43% acceptance that this federal entity has among those interviewees
in the most recent edition of El Nuevo Dia Poll against 69 % of support it had in October
last year.
The rejection towards the OB also increased by nine points, when comparing the 40%
rejection it has now and the 3l% it had in October 2016, when it was just beginning to
perform its functions.

In addition, the survey

found that "Puerto Rico seems to be completely divided in the feeling towards the
[Oversight Board], as in other metrics this opinion is observed. Specifically, while just one out of two participants
says that this entity will be beneficial to the country and its current economic situation, the other half thinks
otherwise.... [T]he perception ofbenefit for the country has dropped by 18 percentage points from October [2016]
until now, as the [Oversight Board has assumed full functions and has taken over the reins of the country's
budget". Fiscal Oversight Board Loses Importance for Puerto Ricans (June 1, 2017),
http://prdecide.elnuevodia.com/detalle/reportaje/314-fiscal-oversight-board-loses-importance-for-puerto-ricans/
'u c/., PRoMESA ss 101(a) & 205(a).

" PRoMESA SS 106(e) & 108(aX1)-(2).
tt Sr" ,upro rote 22. On June L2,2Ol7

expires the Oversight Board' term to act on COSSEC fiscal plan.

